
Avoid the Common Pitfalls

Assuming the vendor with the lowest hourly rate 
will also have the lowest total cost.

Solution: Evaluate on total cost basis and include cost 
of reaggregating the work product rather than making 
decisions solely on hourly rate

Assuming fewer timekeepers means less cost.

Solution: Evaluate savings from:

• Specialized timekeepers

• Delegation of tasks to lower-rate personnel

• Task-based billing

Incomplete documentation that limits ability to 
recreate steps taken after outsource provider 
personnel attrition.

Solution: Require providers to maintain templates, 
workflows, and track steps taken

Failure to facilitate case team supervision of 
outsourced providers consistent with ethical 
rules and FRCP 26(g).

Solution: Facilitate transparency; utilize outside 
counsel guidelines or instructions that:

• Describe tasks and responsibilities

• Provide points of contact

• Instruct vendors they may share pricing information 

with counsel, in particular when counsel is objecting 

based on burden

Not planning for how to reaggregate work product 
efficiently or anticipate accountability challenges 
associated with having services for one matter 
handled by many different providers.

Solution: Centralized project management, frequent 
communication, and defined workflows with a plan for 
handling “finger-pointing” between providers
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Insourcing and Outsourcing Discovery Tasks: 
Lessons in Adding Value & Minimizing Risk

Failure to ensure service providers are properly 
insured.

Solution: Add language regarding insurance in agreements 
with service providers

Building process contingent on a single provider for 
a specific step in the process.

Solution: Have MSA and preferred pricing with backup 
vendors for situations where primary vendor is 
overextended, conflicts arise, etc.

Internal tools behind your firewall prevent counsel 
from easily conducting early case assessment.

Solution: Plan for outside counsel remote access



Building a model that does not allow for customized 
workflows.

Solution: Understand that each matter can follow a similar 
model, but the unique needs of a case will sometimes require 
deviation from the model

Assigning resources with limited availability.

Solution: Have a backup plan to shift trained resources or 
outsource during busy periods as needed

Building a model that works for large matters but is 
cumbersome and inefficient for smaller matters.

Solution: Select different service providers with 
complementary strengths and have an outsource model 
for matters that are too large or complex to push through 
the in-house model

Process or skill obsolescence for in-house resources 
due to working on only internal matters with a limited 
level of complexity.

Solution: Have internal resources attend conferences and 
work with peer groups to stay current on industry trends

Underestimating the total cost of ownership when 
bringing technology in-house.

Solution: Understand and account for:

• IT infrastructure build-out

• Staff resources to manage the technology

• Staffing turnover

• Certifications and training for staff resources

• Future licensing fees

• Obsolescence and upgrade costs

• Cost of handling projects that do not fit that 

technology or model

• Ebbs and flows in utilization due to inconsistent 

distribution of work over time

• Risk associated with insourcing or outsourcing the work

Building a disaggregated service model without the 
benefit of peer review.

Solution: Have your service model analyzed by a third party 
with depth of experience to identify pitfalls

Being unprepared when outsourcing workflow is 
challenged by opposing party.

Solution: Ensure vendor has someone who can serve as 
30(b)(6) witness or declarant where description for the court 
may be necessary

Failure to communicate “lessons learned” from one 
service provider to others.

Solution: Hold regular “lessons learned” conversations at 
the end of projects and communicate those lessons to other 
providers
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For more information about Orrick’s legal 
service delivery models, our eDiscovery and  
Information Governance Practice Group, and 
how we work to drive efficient and effective 
legal solutions, please contact: 

Disclaimer 

This publication is designed to provide Orrick clients and contacts with 
information they can use to more effectively manage their businesses 
and access Orrick’s resources. The contents of this publication are for 
informational purposes only. Neither this publication nor the lawyers who 
authored it are rendering legal or other professional advice or opinions on 
specific facts or matters. Orrick assumes no liability in connection with the 
use of this publication.
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